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Abstract: 

In modern water utilities, SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) systems play a vital role for 

both operations and compliance. SCADA enables operators to remotely view, monitor, and control 

water facilities. SCADA also automatically controls much of our water infrastructure. Furthermore, 

SCADA has a vital role in maintaining regulatory compliance at all times, through the automatic control 

of critical control points, automatic shutdowns, generating alarms, and continuous logging of critical 

regulatory data.  

 

Enforcing consistency, and avoiding complexity, is the hallmark of a well designed and implemented 

SCADA system. Drawing on work done by the ISA112 SCADA Systems Standards Committee this talk will 

provide best practices for using clear terminology and concepts when developing SCADA systems.  It is 

through clear and concise terminology that the design and functionality of SCADA systems can be 

greatly simplified, yielding systems that are much easier to use, and also much easier (and less 

expensive) to design/implement, as well as much easier to troubleshoot/maintain over time.  
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